Index

A
Academic culture, importance, 102
Academic incompetence, 58
Academic work, commitment, 102–103
Acting white, fears, 58
Active learning
  expectation, physical environment communication, 103
  forms, 5
  strategies, 20
  support, 4–5
Active listening, 82
Active participation, student benefit, 148–149
Advanced-level courses, 65
Advance organizer, 111
Affirmative action, 84
Aggressiveness, avoidance, 36–37
A-level work, appearance, 31
Analysis (four-question technique component), 135
Analytical question, usage, 28
Answers (finding), question design, 26
Assessment strategies, 142–143
Asynchronous discussion, student viewpoints, 117
Asynchronous online discussion, synchronous online discussion (contrast), 112
Attendance, 82

Attention, 15
  appearance, creation, 16
  approach. See Civil attention.
  paying attention, 82
  difference, 11

B
Back-and-forth dialogue, 47, 168
Bain, Ken, 111–112
Behavioral problems, avoidance, 10
Benign disruption, 92
Blended/hybrid courses, 107
Bloom taxonomy, usage, 123, 134–135
Body language, 99
  reading, 111

C
Chilly climate
  assumption, 53–54
  thesis, 52–53
  predictions, contradiction, 54–55
Civil attention, 11, 19, 33
  assumption, 81
  student approach, 18
  student demonstration, 16–18
Civil attention, norm
  in-depth exploration, 12
  overcoming
    factor, 22–23
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Civil attention, norm (continued)  
pedagogical strategies, usage, 68
Classroom. See Flipped classroom  
assessment techniques, 44  
attendance, participation component, 149–150  
behavior, norms, 11  
course level, 64  
definitions, physical environment (impact), 98  
disciplinary area, 64  
discussion-focused classroom, 111  
environment  
safety, 39–40, 69  
support, 82–83  
first day  
importance, 68–69  
norm, setting, 28  
furniture, arrangement, 75  
grading, power imbalance, 146  
large classes, factors, 76  
negotiation, new norm, 22  
normative expectations, 11  
observation, usage, 54–55  
outside classroom, student discussion, 34  
participation  
grading, 144  
race, impact, 57  
student gender, relationship, 54  
physical environment, 75–76  
flexibility, 99  
practices, effectiveness, 4  
redefining, 90–91, 103–104  
course structuring, 100  
syllabus, usage, 95  
roster, instructor printing, 23–24  
seating arrangements, 64  
size, 61  
contextual factor, 52  
small feel, 75  
tipping point, 62  
structure, 28  
faculty member influence, 28–29  
student definition  
change, positive reinforcement  
(usage), 24  
differences, 79  
student participation, inhibition, 90  
thursday-style classroom, 75–76  
writing class, reply, 77  
Classroom discussion  
benefits, 7  
building blocks, 76  
norm, 12–13  
participation, 6, 82  
impact, 55–56  
reason, 1  
students  
participation, grading, 147  
verbal participation, 5  
utilization, challenges, 8  
Clickers, usage, 38  
CMS. See Course management system  
Cognition levels, representation, 123  
Cognitive criteria, 155–156  
Cognitive skills  
development, 163  
refinement, 169  
Collaborative learning  
habits, development, 7  
peer-to-peer collaborative learning, 81  
Collaborative pedagogies, 76–77  
College classroom  
competitive interaction style, 53  
complexities, 84–85  
discussion, student participation, 62–63  
normative expectations, 81  
norms, 9, 77, 167  
participation, factor, 56–57  
Social settings, 45  
students  
definitions, 80  
professor treatment, 19–20  
responsibilities, 82  
College courses  
description, example, 96
early availability, 130
faculty responsibilities, student viewpoints, 85
responsibilities, student viewpoint, 82
Comments, contradiction, 79–80
Communication, 29
Community, building. See Online community; Online courses
Competitive interaction style, 53
Compulsive communicators, 49
Concurrent classroom norms, 32
Confidence
increase, 88
self-confidence, 86–87
Consolidation of responsibility. See Responsibility
Content-related questions, usage, 119
Contextual factors, 52
impact, 61
research, summarizing, 65
Conversation, occurrence, 49
Course management system (CMS)
study, 118
usage, 107, 112–113
Courses. See College courses
advanced-level courses, 65
blended/hybrid courses, 107
conditions, impact, 138
delivery system, 118–119
description, example, 96
design, usage, 68
end-of-semester course evaluations, 81
first-year composition course, study, 83–84
grade, class participation (impact), 150
level, 64, 76
massive open online courses (MOOCs), 107
physical context, 98–99
restructuring. See Classroom. structuring, 101
student engagement, 100–101
student learning. See Face-to-face
online learning; Online courses.
student self-selection, 115
study, 48–49, 61–62
web-facilitated courses, 107
Critical thinking, 86
creation, 3
development, 100, 163–164
encouragement, 112
skills, development, 30–31, 138, 142–143

D
Deep learning, 86
Deep structure learning, 91
promotion, 91–92
Democratic discourse,
processes/habits, 7
Devil's advocate, role (adoption), 37
Direct questioning
discomfort, reduction, 44
fear, 19
history, 43
Direct questions, delicacy, 43
Disciplinary area, 64
influence, 64–65
student engagement, instructor efforts, 83
Discussion. See Large-group discussion;
Students
analytical question, usage, 28
contrast, 112–114
difficulty, 2
discussion, 92–94
discussion-focused classroom, 111
effectiveness
student preparation, encouragement, 162
work, 3–4
experiences, 93–94
facilitation, 3, 133
classroom structuring, 28
forums, value (student perception), 129–130
free flow, 160–161
Discussion (continued)
grading, 150
groups, eavesdropping, 127
importance, 102
communication, 29
explicitness, 30
important points, attention, 158
improvement, course design
(usage), 68
in-class discussions, participation, 153
individual characteristics, 52
intentional effort/structuring, 168
international students, participation, 59
low level, 50
online format, 74
online threaded discussion, 122
pedagogical strategy, 162–163
post-discussion summary, 124
questions, reading reassignments
(relationship), 158–159
reason. See Classroom discussion.
starter questions, addition, 105
students
active participation, 6
age/participation, 55
engagement, 4, 93, 166
learning, relationship. See
Online discussion.
participation, 62–63
race/participation, 56
student self-grading, 151
success. See Online discussion.
usage, 12, 156
whole-class discussion, 85
Discussion participation, 5–6, 52
contrast, 5
grading, argumentation, 143, 145
grading, effectiveness, 149
international students, involve-
ment, 59–60
preparation, absence (impact), 90
student gender, impact, 52
Dominant talkers
challenge, 47
deceleration
others, responses (usage), 70
response, limitation, 69
positive view, 67
responses, 70
responsibility, consolidation, 48
students, 50
Doyle, Terry, 21

E
Education
banking model, adoption, 110–111
sage on the stage model, 64–65
Effective teaching, ironies, 91
eGeneration, 105–106
Elevators, personal-space norms, 9
Emoticons, usage, 122–123
Emotional climate, self-disclosure
(usage), 38–39
End-of-class-period reflective exercise,
design, 27–28
End-of-semester course evaluations
disagreements, 13
frustrations, 81
Engaged learning
creation, 3
igniting, 12
Engagements, questions (contrast),
15–16
Environments
focused environment, 10–11
safety, 39–40
unfocused environments, 10
Exams, number (decision), 30
Eye contact, 17–18
avoidance, 19

F
Face-to-face classroom, 114, 127,
169
participation, increase, 118
Face-to-face courses, 113
discussion quality, 119
online courses, contrast, 107
online discussion, usage, 106–107
student learning, 14
Face-to-face discussions, 134
  groups, 123
  impact, 119
  research, 121
Face-to-face instruction, effectiveness, 115–116
Face-to-face interaction, 132–133
Face-to-face lectures, student preference, 110
Face-to-face sessions, usage, 109
Factual question, usage, 26
Faculty
  bare-knuckled fight, 35–36
  controversial topics, 84
  lecture overreliance, 18
  physical attractiveness, 40–43
  self-disclosure, usage, 38–39
  students
  barriers, 42
  similarity, 39
Females
  interaction, 54–55
  participation, 54–55
First-year composition course, study, 83–84
Flipped classroom
  digital recording, usage, 110
  experimentation, 109
  model, 108
Focused environment, 10–11
Follow-up questions, 24–25, 47
  asking, 160–161
Forums
  online discussion forums, 106, 118, 125, 127
  participation, changes, 129
  posts, quality (increase), 123
Four-questions technique, 135
Furniture, arrangement, 75

G
Gender. See Student gender
Good questions
  asking, 26
  importance, 134
Grading
  argumentation. See Discussion.
  conundrums, 141
  effectiveness, 149
  impact, 143–144
  power imbalance, 146
  real time points, awarding, 150
  rubric, 127–129
  student participation, 153
Graduate students, discussion unfamiliarity, 60
Group size, online discussion (relationship), 122
Guided notes, 32

H
Helping Students Learn in a Learner-Centered Environment (Doyle), 21
Higher education, student learning (research), 163
Higher-order prompts, usage, 137
Higher-order questions, 65
Higher-order thinking skills
  development, 91–92, 168–169
  promotion, 119
High-impact practices, 22
Homework, doing, 82
Homophily, 39–40
Humanities courses, strategy (adoption), 77

I
Ideas, formulation, 27
In-class discussions, participation, 153
In-class presentation, advance organizer, 111
Individual factors, research (summarizing), 65
Information dump, 157
Institutional support, 102
Instructors
  aggressiveness
    impact, 35
    perception, 36
  argumentativeness, 36
Instructors (continued)
  behavior
    impact, 35
  student interpretation, 85–86
  control, 139
  course level, 76
  devil’s advocate, role (adoption), 37
  discipline, 76
  effectiveness, limitation, 147
  expectations, 167
  facilitation. See Online discussion.
  feedback, absence (impact), 133–134
  gender, 76
    contextual factor, 62–64
    impact, 62
    observational studies, 51–52
    improvement, 165
  input, student assessment, 85
  instructor-focused lectures, 98
  interactivity, importance, 138
  key points, summarization, 72–73
  pedagogical decisions, 65
  performance criteria, cognitive
    criteria, 155–156
  physical attractiveness, 40–43
    findings, 42
    role, talker/non-talker expectations, 86
  rubric, development, 128
  science instructors, pedagogies, 76–77
  social attractiveness
    findings, 42
    perception, 40
  social presence, sense, 122–123
  students
    arguments, 36
    interaction, 34
    weakness/shortcomings, 72
    whiteness, 40
  Intellectual agility, increase, 7

Interactions. See Out-of-class interactions
  competitive interaction style, 53
  norms, 10
  Interactive criteria, 156
  Interactive lecture, content presentation, 110
  International students
    discussion participation, 59
    participation, absence, 60
  Interview, first-day activity. See Reciprocal interview
  Iterative process, usage, 105–106

K
  Karp, David, 10, 18
  Knowledge
    construction, 89
    collaborative process, 147
    student co-creators, 7, 87, 134

L
  Laboratory classroom, communication
    process, 99
  Large classes, factors, 76
  Large-group discussion, 5–6
  Late work, policy, 30
  Learner-centered teaching, 157
  Learner Centered Teaching (Weimer), 153
  Learning. See Student learning
    assumptions, 94
    challenge, 87
    deep learning, 86
    deep structure learning, 91
    discussion, importance, 30
    effectiveness, 110
    environments (active participation), promotion (absence), 145
    facilitation, 95, 108
    igniting, discussion (usage), 12
    increase, 6, 142–143
    material, collective process (student participation), 96
    motivation, grading (impact), 143–144
    objectives, 91
participation, usage, 88
promotion, face-to-face sessions (usage), 109
reinforcement, usage, 143
self-reflection, 130
strategies, changes, 158
student participation, numbers. See Online learning.
student recognition, discussion (usage), 156
support. See Active learning.
understand-and-remember type, 163–164
work, 21, 162
Lectures
faculty overreliance, 18, 87
instructor-focused lectures, 98
lecture-based approaches, usage, 101–102
lecture-oriented class, student participation, 19
pedagogical strategy, 18–19, 111
videos, 108
Linguistic incompetence, 58
Lower-level questions, 64–65
Lower-order thinking, 123–124

M
Massive open online courses (MOOCs), 107
Mechanical criteria, 156
Memory-oriented questions, 64–65
Midlevel thinking, representation, 123–124
Minority students, participation evidence, 58
rates, 57
Minute Paper, usage, 44
Misinformation, impact, 26–27
Mixed-sex classes, interactions (female initiation), 54–55
MOOCs. See Massive open online courses
Most Important Point, 72–73
Muddiest Point, 71–73

N
Nameplates, collection, 23
Negotiation, 22
Netiquette
establishment, 131–132
netiquette-related problems, 132–133
Nonminority students
complex questions, 58
participation rates, 57
Non-native speakers
input, invitation, 74
safe environment, creation, 73
teaching, 74–75
thoughts, sharing, 73
Nonparticipation, reason, 89
Non-talkers
class discussion participation, 82
certainty, increase, 88
definition, 51
expectations, 86
participation, study, 87–88
talkers, love-hate relationship, 66
Nontraditional students, 56
Normative expectations, 81
Norms. See College classroom; Interactions
idea, discussion, 8
negotiation, 22
online discussion norms, 116
personal-space norms, 9
setting, 28
Notes. See Guided notes
Note-taking, 168
skills, guided notes (usage), 33
usage, 92–93

O
One-Minute Paper, 70–71
variation, 71
Online community, building, 125
Online courses
community, building, 132
definition, 107
discussion forums, student participation (study), 129–130
Online courses (continued)
discussion quality, 119
face-to-face courses, contrast, 107
instruction, passive modes, 121–122
learning outcomes, 118
student learning, 114
participation, numbers, 106
usage, increase, 167–168
study, 116–117, 120
meta-analysis, 114–115
Online discussion
contrast, 112–114
course, early availability, 130
effectiveness, maximization, 122
group size, relationship, 122
instructor facilitation, 133
norms, 116
participation
impact, 120–121
increase, 130
posts, 126–127
structuring, 134
student learning, relationship, 118
success, 105
summarization, 124
thinking, superficial levels, 124
workload, balancing, 126
Online discussion forums
benefit, 106
instructor guidance, 125
participation, increase, 118
result, 127
student perception/participation, demographic variation, 117
success, factors, 135
Online environment
 collaborative work, coordination (difficulty), 122
interaction, comfort, 105–106
Online forums
participation
impact, 137–138
levels, 136–137
posts, student learning (correlation), 138
self-graded participation, 127
student posts, quality, 125–126
Online interaction, guidelines (establishment), 131–132
Online learning
environment, 111–112
flexibility, 113
student participation, numbers, 106
Online participation, student demographics (relationship), 117
Online pedagogy, appearance, 108
Online threaded discussion, 122
On the bubble, discussion (grading), 150
Opinions, basis, 26–27
Out-of-class assignments, completion (preparation), 108
Out-of-class interactions, 34

P
Participation. See Discussion participation; Student participation balance, grading (impact), 148
changes. See Forums.
choice
avoidance, student reasons, 89
student reasons, 87
contextual factors, impact, 61–65
data, faculty collection, 149–150
discussion, contrast, 5
domination, 50
environment, safety, 71–72
female definition, 53
grading, 141, 144–145. See also Discussion
attempts, 150–151
effectiveness, 149
real time points, awarding, 150
results, 147–148
self-assessment strategies, 153–154
student engagement, 153
higher levels, 63
impact, 55–56
increase, 26–27
instructor grading, 149
male definition, 53
male students, overestimation, 50–51
nonparticipation, reason, 89
patterns, race basis, 58–59
rates (minority/nonminority students), 57
reasons, 87–88
requirement, 148
restriction, instructor aggressiveness (impact), 35
self-graded participation, 127–129
stress, 84
student
gender, impact, 54–55
self-assessment, 152
self-grading, 154–155
self-reports, 62
student-graded participation, research, 152–153
surveys, student self-reports, 50–51

Pedagogy
appearance. See Online pedagogy, approach, change, 158
collaborative pedagogies, 76–77
decisions, 65
strategy, 63–64
impact, 68
usage, 75–76
Peer-to-peer collaborative learning, 81
Peer-to-peer interaction, 6
Performance
cognitive criteria, 155
interactive criteria, 156
mechanical criteria, 156
procedural criteria, 156
Personal anecdotes, sharing, 66–67
Personal biases, impact, 26–27
Personal-space norms, 9
Physical environment, 75–76
impact, 98
Pike, Diane, 143
Positive reinforcement, usage, 24
PowerPoint slides
guided notes, alignment, 32–33
usage, 70–71
Procedural criteria, 156
Professors
office hours, 30
sexist behavior, 53
Punished by Rewards (Kohn), 143

Q
Questioning (four-question technique component), 135
Questions. See Good questions asking. See Follow-up questions. content-related questions, usage, 119
engagements, contrast, 15–16
formulation, 27
four-questions technique, 135–138
higher-order questions, 65
lower-level questions, 64–65
memory-oriented questions, 64–65
student-generated questions, impact, 136
technique. See Four-questions technique.
whole-class discussion, 159
Quieter students, 66
Quiet students, encouragement important point, 72
muddiest point, usage, 71
one-minute paper, usage, 70

R
Race
impact, 57–58
media depictions, 57
participation, 58–59
Reading
assignment, completion, 19
motivation, 19–20
reassignments, discussion questions (relationship), 158–159
Real time points, awarding, 150
Reciprocal interview, first-day activity, 31
Reflecting (four-question technique component), 135
Reflections, formulation, 27
Reflective statements, usage, 154
Relating (four-question technique component), 135
Research-based evidence, 13
Response systems (clickers), usage, 38
Responsibility, consolidation, 61, 126

Student participation
deterrence, 35–36
grading, 13, 142
increase, 68
instructor behavior, impact, 35
numbers. See Online learning.
partners, assignment, 154
percentage, increase, 68–70
predictor, 86–87
reasons, 87–89
reluctance, 29–30, 58
research, 48
self-assessment, 151–153
self-reports, usage, 62
surveys, self-reports, 50–51
tracking, 141
willingness, 35

Students
academic/linguistic incompetence, 58
active participation, 6
age, impact, 55
aggressiveness, avoidance, 36–37
assistance request, 34
behavior, guidance (norms), 115
classroom customers, 32
cold calling, endorsement, 20
communication, 34
debate, 160
discussions, occurrence, 49
counterevidence, provision, 161
crITICAL THINKING, development goal, 163–164
customer function, 20
definitions. See Classroom; College classroom.
demographic category, 74–75
demographics, online participation (relationship), 117
discussion participation. See International students.

Sage on the stage model (education), 63–64
Scholarship, overview, 13
Science instructors, pedagogies, 76–77
Seating arrangements, 64, 66
Self-confidence, 86–87
Self-disclosure, usage, 38–39
Self-graded participation, 127–129
Sexist behavior, 53
Small groups, usage, 76
Social contexts, defining, 80
Social situations, norms, 8–9
Society, understanding (course example), 96
Sociology courses, study, 61–62
Speakers, safe environment (creation). See Non-native speakers
Stein, Gertrude, 27
Stream-of-consciousness writing, 124

Student gender
attention, 58–59
classroom participation, relationship, 54
impact, 52
participation, inconsistency, 65–66

Student learning. See Face-to-face courses; Online courses
classroom discussion, benefits, 7
increase, 14
online discussion, relationship, 118
online forum posts, correlation, 138
promotion, 114
research evidence, 30–31

Student participation
deterrence, 35–36
grading, 13, 142
increase, 68
instructor behavior, impact, 35
numbers. See Online learning.
partners, assignment, 154
percentage, increase, 68–70
predictor, 86–87
reasons, 87–89
reluctance, 29–30, 58
research, 48
self-assessment, 151–153
self-reports, usage, 62
surveys, self-reports, 50–51
tracking, 141
willingness, 35

Students
academic/linguistic incompetence, 58
active participation, 6
age, impact, 55
aggressiveness, avoidance, 36–37
assistance request, 34
behavior, guidance (norms), 115
classroom customers, 32
cold calling, endorsement, 20
communication, 34
debate, 160
discussions, occurrence, 49
counterevidence, provision, 161
critical thinking, development goal, 163–164
customer function, 20
definitions. See Classroom; College classroom.
demographic category, 74–75
demographics, online participation (relationship), 117
discussion participation. See International students.
embarrassment, avoidance, 25
encouragement. See Quiet students.
energy, 2–3
engagement, 33
benefits, 4
instructor effort, 83
enrollment, 62
excitement, 2–3
faculty
   barriers, 42
   similarity, 39
first-generation students, obstacles, 41
first-person accounts, 60
groups, instructor guidance, 152
incorrectness, 25
instructors
   behavior interpretation, 85–86
   grading, 155
   interaction, 34
   knowledge, 100–101
international students, discussion participation, 59–60
location, proximity, 33
male students, participation overestimation, 50–51
names
   forgetting, 24
   learning, 23
nontraditional students, 56
note-taking skills (improvement),
   guided notes (usage), 33
online behaviors, 119–120
online engagement, 121–122
outside class discussion, 34
perceptions, 100
performance
   feedback, grading (usage), 146
   performance, differences, 114
posts, quality/quantity (increase), 132–133
preparation
   absence, 89–90
   encouragement. See Discussion.
quieter students, 66
quietness, 28–29
race
   impact, 56
   role, 59
recapping, 159
reflective statements, usage, 154
response systems
   assessment, 101
   clickers, usage, 38
   responsibilities, 82, 158
   self-confidence, undermining, 86–87
self-grading. See Discussion.
self-reports, 50–51, 155
analysis, 67
silence, right, 21
social presence, sense, 122–123
speaking, instructor reaction, 49
student-generated questions, impact, 136
student-graded participation, research, 152–153
student-led discussion, 136
student-to-student connectedness, opportunities (creation), 38
talking
   excess, 67
   invitation, 73
   proportion, 48
texting, 17
thoughts, formulation (allowance), 27
verbal participation, 5
viewpoints. See College courses.
work, high-impact practices, 22
Syllabus
   balance, 95–96
   expectations, communication, 98
   following, 86
   invitation, 95–97
   usage, 95
Synchronous online discussion, asynchronous online discussion (contrast), 112
Tablet-arm chairs, usage, 98–99
Talkers. See Dominant talkers
definition, 51
expectations, 86
non-talkers, love-hate relationship, 66
participation, study, 87–88
Teachers
information dump, 157
information-transmission/teacher-focused approach, 157
Teaching
effectiveness, 22–23
effective teaching, ironies, 91
learner-centered teaching, 157
scholarship, 166
Technological problems, opportunity, 130–131
Tender Buttons (Stein), 27
Theater-style classroom, 75–76
Thinking. See Critical thinking
higher-order thinking skills, development, 91–92
lower-order thinking, 123–124
midlevel thinking, representation, 123–124
skills, learning/development, 94
Think-Pair-Share assessment technique, 44, 73–74, 76
appropriateness, 94–95
Thought, concrete-operational mode, 91
Tipping point (class size), 62
Topic
belaboring, 66–67
controversy, faculty usage, 84
positions/views, 161
student excitement, 2
Understanding
construction, 89
collaborative process, 147
student co-creator, 87
Unfocused environment, 10
Upper-level courses, interaction amount, 65
Web-facilitated courses, 107–108
What the Best College Teachers Do (Bain), 111–112
Whole-class discussion, 85
questions, 159
Workload, balancing. See Online discussion
Yoels, William, 10, 18